Even though we’re working together to make CHRIST-centred, OTHERS-focused
disciples, we recognize that every corps and ministry unit has a unique context, and that
programming will not necessarily look the same in every setting.
That’s why the @theREADY Discipleship Framework is designed to provide you with
a vast catalogue of resources—to allow you to start where you need to, based on the
realities of your setting. In this way, @theREADY will enable flexibility in programming while
promoting consistency in our teaching and training.

NAVIGATING ORANGE
Even within the consistency of resources and curriculum for
teaching and training, ORANGE provides a wide range of choice
and flexibility of how it can be implemented
in whatever program it best fits in your setting.
This means you’ll want to familiarize yourself with how ORANGE is
delivered online, and with the many folders and documents
available to you.
Once you know what’s what, and where what you need/want is
located, we’re confident that you will find ORANGE as easy, if not
easier, to use than other curriculum you are currently familiar with.
Watch this brief tour of the ORANGE folder structure
and how to find your way around
in order to download what you need for your ministry:

ACCESSING YOUR CONTENT
We know that every group is unique.
You’ll find multiple options of activities you can
choose from in the First Look (preschool) and 252
(elementary/preteen) curriculums to customize
the approach you take with your kids
to help them process and apply bottom line truths.
Remember, you don’t have to use ORANGE as is,
or use every idea and suggestion in your material—
use what works best for your group.

NAVIGATING ORANGE
In junior high and high school, XP3 curriculum encourages leaders
to facilitate directed discussion to help their students wrestle
through what bottom line truths look like lived out.
But we, and ORANGE, also know that some groups will want to
have their students explore God’s Word themselves,
allowing what they find to guide their discussions.
That’s where XP3 Expansion Packs come in:

XP3 EXPANSION PACKS

Additionally, we’ll be adding our own red and yellow mix—our “Blood and Fire” DNA
—to embed what we are calling Deeper Orange Resourcing into ORANGE (252, XP3, and
Live a Better Story) curriculum and resources, giving it specific context connections to our
Salvationist doctrine, practice, mission, and heritage. We’re working to make access to this
as easy as possible. Watch for more info!

IMPLEMENTING THE

We know… that’s a lot of information to take in. But we also know how
important it is for leaders like you to start off right—with an understanding
of what’s available to you, why ORANGE takes a different approach than
you might be used to, and how you can intentionally use tools beyond your
small group lesson to help the kids and teens in your ministry to practice
living they faith in tangible ways.
We know you’ll have questions about some of what we’ve covered here, and
about things you’ll find that we haven’t even begun to share with you yet, as
you begin on your journey of implementing @theREADY and integrating
ORANGE into your discipleship strategy. We want you to know:
You’re not alone.
We’re in this with you.
And so is the ORANGE team.
In addition to your DYS and the Canada Bermuda Youth team, you’ll have
direct access to what ORANGE calls, their Orange Specialists:

Here’s a few people that can help you:

Kevin Slous

Territorial Director of Discipleship

Jackie Raihl

Orange Specialist for TSA Accounts

Ben Nunes

Orange Director of TSA Strategies

